
Release On The Red Rocks (RORR!) Retreat 

Sedona Oct 19-22, 2022                                              

Details & Pricing 

Experience how this most powerful Myofascial Healing 
Approach will transform your body and your life 

profoundly!   

Yes we all will RORR!!! 



Where:  Sedona, Arizona  

Join us and take time to explore the magnificent vortexes 

in the magical red rocks and let go of pain and resistance 

of all kinds! 

When: Oct 19-22 , 2022 

First gathering is Wed Oct 19 @ 3pm.  Final gathering 

ends on Sat Oct 22 @ 2pm. *Plan your arrivals and 

departures accordingly.  It can be a squeeze to travel on 

retreat days if you are flying into Phoenix.  Give yourself 

this time to integrate in Sedona after the retreat if possible. 

Who should attend?   

• Anyone knowing, wondering, or even curious about 

RELEASING what no longer serves them and being 

in a supported, safe, and loving group of individuals 

being guided to facilitate body, mind and spirit 



healing  

• Patients wanting to deepen and maximize their 

Myofascial treatment experience, get their body 

working better for them and take their life to its next 

level 

• Anyone who has never experienced Myofascial 

Release & is curious about receiving the far reaching 

healing benefits of this work. 

• Those who are wanting to take time to focus on their 

own healing journey and receive for themselves 

• All those who have a strong desire to experience how 

this powerful healing approach will transform your 

body, your relationships (including the one with your 

self), and your life, profoundly!  Eliminate pain, 

process stress, fear, and worry with greater ease, sleep 

better, feel more loved and be able to do the things 

you want to do and live your life on your terms. 



Kristi Vitali PT, LMT, Personal Development Coach teams 

up with Lori Zeltwanger, PT to bring you over 50 years of 

combined experience as Myofascial and Pain Release 

experts to maximize your healing success. 

Participation Options: 

Group Only Option: This includes 4 half days of group 

participation on red rock locations selected for the healing properties 

Reg $897  

Group + Individual MFR Integration Session Option: This 

includes all of the outdoor group sessions plus 3 (60 min) 

Myofascial Release and/or Individual Connective Wisdom 

Coaching Sessions by Kristi or Lori.  We will alternate daily 

sessions with you and will arrange your individual treatment schedule 

once you are registered for the retreat. 

**There are a limited number of spaces for Deluxe Combo Option 

(Group + Individual Sessions) so Register ASAP!    



**You need only to pay a deposit to register for Deluxe Combo Option. 

Pay remainder 2 weeks prior to the retreat.   

**OR, pay in full now for additional discount. 

Paid-In-Full Pricing: Reg $1497   

Deposit Pricing: $650 deposit now, $947 by Oct 15  

Click this link to REGISTER, or go back to email page: https://

checkout.square.site/merchant/PQ35YZAXPV63R/checkout/

PCNCDF7RCRWK5JFME3AGNQCB 

Lodging: You are in charge of organizing your own lodging.  If you 

want to share lodging with a participant please let us know! 

Airbnb’s are prolific in Sedona!  You will have lots of options, however, 

April is busy season due to remarkably beautiful weather so book 

soon!  It is most convenient to book in “West Sedona”, but not a must.  

https://checkout.square.site/merchant/PQ35YZAXPV63R/checkout/PCNCDF7RCRWK5JFME3AGNQCB
https://checkout.square.site/merchant/PQ35YZAXPV63R/checkout/PCNCDF7RCRWK5JFME3AGNQCB
https://checkout.square.site/merchant/PQ35YZAXPV63R/checkout/PCNCDF7RCRWK5JFME3AGNQCB
https://checkout.square.site/merchant/PQ35YZAXPV63R/checkout/PCNCDF7RCRWK5JFME3AGNQCB


Cottonwood & Clarkdale are also an affordable options 15-20min west 

of Sedona. 

Group Schedule*:  Wed Oct 19-Saturday 22, 2022 

First gathering is Wed Oct 19 @ 3pm.  Final gathering ends on 

Saturday Oct 22 @ 2pm. *Plan your arrivals and departures 

accordingly.  It can be a squeeze to travel on retreat days if you are 

flying into Phoenix.  Give yourself this time to integrate in Sedona 

after the retreat if possible. 

Wednesday 3pm-8pm 

Thursday 8:30am-2pm 

Friday 3pm-9pm 

Saturday 8:30am-2pm 

*Minor adjustments may be made due to needs of the group*  

Our meeting place each day before we go out on the rocks will be at 

Lori’s Retreat House at 160 Roadrunner Drive in West Sedona.  Please 



reach out to Kristi or 

Lori for any lodging 

guidance 

Be prepared to spend 

time outside in nature 

on the red rocks, in the 

red dirt and by the 

flowing waters of Oak 

Creek.  We will have 

daily group hikes to 

spend time immersed 

in nature (3-5 hours 

each day).  Hiking distances will be 1-3 miles round trip.  Wear hiking 

boots or other sturdy hiking shoes each day! 

This retreat is designed to provide a phenomenal opportunity to LET 

GO!  We will support you in releasing all that is holding you back from 

living your joyful, peaceful and free life. Release your pain, old 

traumas, restrictions, tensions, disconnection, regrets, self sabotage, 

feeling stuck, lacking fulfillment and reoccurring stress & fear.  We will 



also support you to go deeper into embracing your authentic self and 

feel more comfortable in your own body to… Feel More of  Your 

True self.                                  

Our deepest wounds are difficult to access during our regular daily 

schedules and when on our own. This retreat will provide necessary 

time away from your regular environment and provide safe and 

supportive group connection every day with guided exercises, 

myofascial treatment learning labs, unwinding, and more that will 

provide release and transformation inside of you and support you in 

discovering more of your own potential to live your life the best way 

possible for you.  The path will open to greater Self Love. 

Don’t miss this timely opportunity to deepen your MFR healing 

journey and create space for your personal power to thrive through a 4 

day release experience.  Myofascial Release will be the main conduit 

into clarity, connection, and growth for yourself.  We will combine this 

with gentle Myofascial Yoga, Breathwork, Fascial Energy work, Fascial 

Family of Constellations lab, Parts Integration lab, Self-Inquiry & 

writing time, all interwoven with creative ways to access to your deep 

Connective & Intuitive Wisdom.  



Sedona’s magnificent landscapes will support an expansive and 

deepening experience.  

This is the Missing Link in your healing journey and you will connect 

deeply to yourself through feeling into your body's Connective 

Wisdom.  

This is NOT for you if you have no interest in taking responsibility for 

your own life or if you want someone else to fix it for you.   

Please join if you are willing to explore steps of empowerment and 

want loving support for that!   

All of our love & a heartfelt RORR!, 

Kristi & Lori 

Direct any questions here: 

(BeWellmfr@gmail.com) 512-968-2682 

mailto:BeWellmfr@gmail.com

